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Preface to the Second Edition1

The second edition initiative was prompted by an invitation from the publisher
Springer to the authors on the back of favourable reviews, with an accompanied
agreement for the publisher to arrange for more widespread availability and readership. Several other opportunities were presented. First, there was an opportunity to
improve some presentational and layout issues to help readers better experience the
text through both online and paper-based versions. Second, the contributing authors
of the five core approaches had space to update their contributions whilst also providing a postscript overview of developments associated with respective approaches.
There are no changes to the essential substance of each systems approach covered in this edition. The underpinning rationale for choosing the five systems
approaches (expanded on further in Sect. 1.4 of Chap. 1) based on robustness coupled with versatility remains. Indeed, the rationale has been reinforced within a
period of significant changes, including changes in the prominence of systems
thinking since the first edition in 2010. These changes can generically be referred to
as the flux of events, people and ideas (cf. Vickers, 19702). The flux is typified by
three stories chosen by the editors at the time and retained for bookending this publication. The three stories referred to in Chaps. 1 and 7 in terms of ‘the way of the
world’ provide short vignettes of the complex world to which systems thinking
approaches are relevant. They capture issues prevalent at a particular time – Easter
2009 – and in particular places: firstly, issues of seeking justice and proper accountability for bereaved families of victims in the Hillsborough football stadium tragedy
in the UK; secondly, issues of personal security and plight of refugees amidst people smuggling piracy in the seas of Somalia; and, lastly, the threat of Orangutans as
an endangered species in the forests of Indonesia. Whilst the stories are time-
1
Since the first edition, my friend and coeditor, Sue Holwell, has retired. Whilst preferring not to
engage with further editorial work, Sue has provided full endorsement and encouragement for this
second edition.
2
This builds on the influential Systems Thinking Practitioner, Sir Geoffrey Vickers, who originally
referred only to the flux of events (happenings) and ideas. I’m grateful to Christine Blackmore for
suggesting the inclusion of ‘people’ within the flux.
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context-specific exemplars of complex issues, they are clearly interconnected, interconnecting with each other and with an ongoing flux of contemporary issues.
As I write in 2019, manifestations of each story are evident. Issues of ‘fake news’
and what may be regarded as a growing deficit in public ‘trust’ (not to be confused
with less tangible notions of ‘truth’) have become prominent. Global turbulence and
conflict associated with trade wars, terrorism and destabilisation have been significantly accentuated in the past 10 years. Finally, issues of sustainability are prevalent. These range from extensive deforestation of Amazonia for economic growth in
South America to contentious use of fracking for continued fossil-fuel extraction
amongst more industrialised nations predominantly in the northern hemisphere.
Other manifestations of the sustainability crisis include ongoing challenges of
implementing global sustainable development goals (SDGs) in an integrated
manner,3 amidst significant increased civil activism on climate breakdown, particularly amongst young people.
Ten years on since the first publication, the underlying circumstances of the ‘way
of the world’ remain. Our world remains complicated (with interdependent variables), complex (compounded by variable human perspectives) and conflictual
(with contrasting perspectives based on inevitable partiality and bias). The ongoing
‘way of the world’ challenges are evident at national and global level but also at the
level of organisations and communities. The challenges increasingly invite attention
from government, business and civic organisations for people with the requisite
systems thinking in practice capabilities to help resolve such turmoil. In 2019, the
Institute for Apprenticeships in the UK formally recognised an occupational professional role as a Systems Thinking Practitioner (STP), attracting significant government funding support for training of STP apprentices at postgraduate level.4 For the
first time, practitioners with requisite knowledge, skills and behaviours associated
with being an STP can have their capabilities institutionally recognised by employers. Systems thinking in practice (STiP) tools and ideas associated with this edition
therefore have greater chance of exercising leverage.
Amidst the ongoing flux of events, people and ideas associated with growing
uncertainty and complexity, there are also many ideas which may not evidently be
referred to explicitly by the terminology used in this compilation. One such idea is
the introduction of the acronym VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, complexity and
ambiguity) as a new way of describing the flux. Whilst some ‘new’ ideas and tools
may be cynically viewed with providing little more than a contemporary managerial
gloss for previous ideas and tools – a ‘reinvention of the wheel’ – most initiatives
are genuinely innovative adaptations of ideas and tools that serve particular circum-

Particularly relevant to the final 17th SDG – the goal of integrating SDGs through partnership.
Details of the IfA Standard for STP Apprenticeship can be found on the following website:
https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/systems-thinkingpractitioner/
3
4
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stances (particular situations of use and particular users) at particular times.5 Where
such adaptive tools serve the purpose of enhancing systems thinking in practice as
outlined in Chap. 1 (understanding interrelationships, engaging with multiple perspectives and reflecting on boundary judgements), there is reason to be hopeful.
Within The Open University postgraduate STiP programme, we like to refer to such
praxis as bricolage, the continually innovative methodological practices of adapting
tools to contexts of use, and users’ prior experiences, in order to make purposeful
change for improvement.6 Since the first edition, nearly 1000 mature-age postgraduate students from the OU have undertaken one or both of the core modules associated with the STiP programme.7 Bricolage is an integral part of their study, where
opportunities are provided for students as Systems Thinking Practitioners to innovate with the tools suggested in Systems Approaches for improving situations of
interest relevant to students’ own particular areas of (often professional) practice.
The outputs of bricolage might be referred to as ‘artisanal’ products, the manufactured craftwork of STiP. An accompanying reader Systems Thinkers (Ramage and
Shipp, 2020) provides some inspiring bibliographical accounts of 30 systems thinking practitioners along with sample short extracts from each to give the readers a
sense of who is most relevant to their own practice.
Changes in the second edition can be summarised. Its name has slightly changed,
from systems approaches to managing change to systems approaches to making
change. The change reflects an ongoing better appreciation of systems thinking as a
constructivist endeavour that actively shapes reality through shifting our epistemological furniture, an endeavour beyond the often presumed ontological endeavour
associated with equating systems thinking with systems analysis. The change in
name reflects a design-turn shift in attention from using ‘systems’ merely just as an
analytical tool towards more purposeful proactive use of the systems idea. The
mission here is captured in part by the sentiment of the young Swedish Activist
Greta Thunberg ‘What we need is Systems Change not Climate Change’. Rather
than managing ‘systems’ in a continuing business-as-usual mode as though such
systems are somehow disembodied reified extant entities, what we really need are
systems to make change for the better. Hopefully, you will find some tools in this
book to help you construct such systems.

5
Some good examples of such innovative practices based on systems thinking can be found with
the experimental and dissemination endeavours of the Observatory of Public Sector Innovation
(OPSI) sponsored by the OECD.
6
Bricolage is derived from the description of skills associated with travelling craftsmen in eighteenth-century French rural society, from French anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss.
7
The two core modules each had OU module codes TU811 and TU812 which have since been
revised and renamed, respectively, as ‘Making strategy with systems thinking in practice’ (TB871
previously TU811) and ‘Managing change with systems thinking in practice’ (TB872 previously
TU812). TB871 will continue having both Systems Approaches and Systems Thinkers as Set book
and reader, respectively.
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Postscripts provided by the authors supplement any minor changes to the substantive text. The practical guide remains essentially the same, with clear guidance
on how tools might be enacted rather than prescribed. With each approach, the
enactment of tools is principally subject to you the user, rather than an assumed
prescriptive use irrespective of the context. Each postscript outlines general areas
where tools of the systems approach have been more widely used, followed by incidences of complementarity with other tools in interventions for making change and
lastly incidences of any particular innovations that may have come to authors’ attention. The postscript is not exhaustive but rather indicative of developmental matters
particularly since 2010.
The first edition has been well-received. For example, Mike Jackson (2019) in
the preface to Critical Systems Thinking and the Management of Complexity lists a
number of books which he claims provide a useful overview of the field of systems
thinking as a whole. The list begins:
From the Open University, that long-time bastion of systems thinking, have come Reynolds
and Holwell, eds, Systems Approaches to Managing Change: A Practical Guide (2010), and
Ramage and Shipp, Systems Thinkers (2009). They are both very good.

This second edition of Systems Approaches is part of a four-book series including Systems Thinkers (second edition) (Ramage and Shipp 2020), Systems Practice:
How to Act in a Climate Change World (second edition) (Ison 2017) and Social
Learning Systems and Communities of Practice (Blackmore 2010) which together
support The Open University postgraduate qualifications in Systems Thinking in
Practice. In the more promising years to come in the field of systems thinking in
practice, we might all look forward to more systems thinking practitioners working
as bricoleurs, using the tools in this publication for continual innovation towards
making purposeful change in the way of the world.
Milton Keynes, UK  Martin Reynolds
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Preface to the First Edition

We live and work in a highly complex and interconnected world. Small decisions
made by individuals may have large effects in a wider context. Actions taken within
one organization can have an impact upon many different organizations, on government, on society and on the natural environment. This book has been motivated by
a recognition that complex questions are increasingly asked of institutions and individuals in situations of change and uncertainty. The book addresses such questions
not by offering ‘new’ tools, but rather by providing five approaches – systems
tools – each embodying at least 25 years of experiential use. They not only provide
robust methods, but moreover with the benefit of time and experience, the evolution
of these approaches in different contexts has exposed new offerings; new enlightenment on how to use these approaches better in the light of experience. The five
systems approaches presented in this compilation are presented not as ‘new’ tools
to replace ‘old’ tools, but rather as evolving radical ways of thinking that have been
nurtured in different contexts to complement and give added value to existing practices. They are specially updated for this publication, with each approach authored
by the originators and/or experienced practitioners. This book is about intervention,
or more precisely how to improve human intervention to help change situations for
the better, to navigate the interrelated dimensions of making more effective strategic
decisions in the twenty-first century.
The Open University, UK

Martin Reynolds
Sue Holwell
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